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Abstract
Cerebellar atrophy is the neuropathological hallmark ofmost ataxias. Hence, quantifying the volume of the cerebellar grey and
white matter is of great interest. In this study, we aim to identify volume differences in the cerebellum between spinocerebellar
ataxia type 1 (SCA1), SCA3 and SCA6 as well as multiple system atrophy of cerebellar type (MSA-C). Our cross-sectional
data set comprised mutation carriers of SCA1 (N=12), SCA3 (N=62), SCA6 (N=14), as well as MSA-C patients (N=16).
Cerebellar volumes were obtained from T1-weighted magnetic resonance images. To compare the different atrophy patterns,
we performed a z-transformation and plotted the intercept of each patient group’s model at the mean of 7 years of ataxia
duration as well as at the mean ataxia severity of 14 points in the SARA sum score. In addition, we plotted the extrapolation at
ataxia duration of 0 years as well as 0 points in the SARA sum score. Patients withMSA-C demonstrated the most pronounced
volume loss, particularly in the cerebellar white matter, at the late time intercept. Patients with SCA6 showed a pronounced
volume loss in cerebellar grey matter with increasing ataxia severity compared to all other patient groups. MSA-C, SCA1
and SCA3 showed a prominent atrophy of the cerebellar white matter. Our results (i) confirmed SCA6 being considered as a
pure cerebellar grey matter disease, (ii) emphasise the involvement of cerebellar white matter in the neuropathology of SCA1,
SCA3 and MSA-C, and (iii) reflect the rapid clinical progression in MSA-C.
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Introduction

Among the adult-onset degenerative cerebellar ataxias, the
autosomal dominantly inherited polyglutamine spinocere-
bellar ataxias type 1 (SCA1), SCA3, and SCA6, and the
sporadicmultiple systematrophyof cerebellar type (MSA-C)
are most common [1]. SCA1, SCA3 and SCA6 are caused
by translated CAG repeat expansion mutations of variable
length in the respective genes. The mutations result in for-
mation of abnormal disease proteins containing elongated
polyglutamine stretches [1]. MSA-C is neuropathologically
defined by the presence of alpha-synuclein-positive inclu-
sions in oligodendroglia. The diagnosis of MSA-C relies on
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clinical features, particularly including severe autonomic
failure [2, 3]. SCA1, SCA3, and MSA-C are multisystemic
diseases that not only affect the cerebellum, but also involve
the spinal cord, brainstem, basal ganglia, and other regions
of the central nervous system. Ataxia is the primary clinical
feature, with additional other non-ataxia symptoms such as
spasticity, rigidity or ophthalmoparesis. In contrast, SCA6
is considered as an almost purely cerebellar disease charac-
terised by isolated cerebellar ataxia withoutmajor non-ataxia
signs [1, 4]. Previous neuropathological and MRI studies
examining the atrophy patterns of SCA1, SCA3, SCA6, and
MSA-C have, to date, predominantly used voxel-based mor-
phometry and emphasised the involvement of extracerebellar
structures [5–11]. While voxel-wise analysis can be useful
for detecting subtle or widespread changes in brain structure,
it is essential to focus on specific regions of the cerebellum
when studying cerebellar ataxias.Recent progress in theMRI
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morphometric analysis of the cerebellum allows detailed
quantitative assessment of the cerebellum at the lobular level
and precise delineation of cerebellar white matter [12].

The aim of this study was the investigation of the pattern
of cerebellar grey and white matter atrophy in SCA1, SCA3,
SCA6 and MSA-C. We applied a z-transformation to correct
for age effects and used a linear model with read-outs at
defined timepoints of the disease course anddegrees of ataxia
severity, to allow the comparison of the amount and pattern of
cerebellar atrophy between SCA1, SCA3, SCA6 and MSA-C.

Methods

Participants

Cross-sectional data of SCA1 (N = 12), SCA3 (N = 62),
SCA6 (N = 14) and MSA-C (N = 16) were analysed. In
addition, healthy controls (HCs) (N = 292) were analysed
and used as a reference for the z-transformation. All subjects
participated in ongoing observational studies (ESMI, SCA
Registry, DANCER, DELCODE) at 8 European and 2 US
sites, and were enrolled between 2017 and 2022. All partic-
ipants gave their written informed consent according to the
declaration of Helsinki. SCA diagnosis was confirmed by
diagnostic genetic testing, MSA-C was diagnosed applying
the diagnostic criteria from 2008 [2]. The new diagnostic
criteria of Wenning et al. [3] could not be applied retro-
spectively. Ataxia severity was assessed using the Scale of
Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) [13]. We only
included ataxic patients with SARA sum scores higher than

or equal to the established cutoff value of 3 [13, 14]. Ataxia
onset was defined as the first occurrence of gait disturbances,
and the reported ataxia duration in years was calculated
accordingly.

Imaging Protocol

All participants were scanned on 3T SIEMENS scan-
ners, with a 32-channel head coil, using a standardised
T1-weighted magnetisation-prepared rapid gradient-echo
(MPRAGE) sequence. Sequence parameterswere as follows:
repetition time (TR) = 2500 ms, echo time (TE) = 4.37 ms,
inversion time (TI) = 1100 ms, flip angle = 7◦, field of view
256 x 256mm2 and 192 slices, voxel size = 1mm isotropic.

Image Analysis

We used CerebNet [12] for the automated sub-segmentation
of the cerebellum into the following volumes (for hemi-
spheric volumes, each volume corresponds to the combined
volumes of left and right hemisphere): anterior lobe (consist-
ing of the lobules I-V), superior posterior lobe (consisting of
the lobules VI-VII), inferior posterior lobe (consisting of the
lobulesVIII-IX) and theflocculonodular lobe (corresponding
to lobule X) and the midline vermis as well as the cerebellar
white matter (cWM). In addition we analysed the combined
volume of cerebellar grey matter (cGM) comprised of all
hemispheric volumes plus vermis. All scans were visually
inspected.

Exemplary cases of the automated cerebellar segmenta-
tions are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Segmentation examples
of a fully automated cerebellar
segmentation in SCA1, SCA3,
SCA6 and MSA-C patients as
well as in a HC, projected onto a
coronal and sagittal slice
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To account for individual differences in head size, we
used estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV) calculated
with FreeSurfer (version 6.0.0) [15]. Normalised cerebel-
lar volumes were calculated by dividing the raw cerebellar
volumes by the individual’s eTIV. These values were har-
monised across sites using the ComBat method to adjust for
potential batch effects [16–18].

Statistical Analysis of Cerebellar Atrophy in Relation
to Ataxia Duration and Ataxia Severity

All statistical analyses were performed using R Software for
StatisticalComputing, version 4.2.3 [19]. In order to compare
volumes across the different diseases, we z-transformed each
normalised volume in relation to HCs to compensate for age-
related atrophy, as described previously [20]. Here, a z-score
of 0 corresponds to the respective, expected mean in HCs
of the same age. A z-score of ±1, ±2 etc. corresponds to
±1,±2 etc. standard deviations below or above the expected
mean in HCs of the same age [20]. The resulting z-scores
were used for all subsequent statistical analyses.

In order to compare the different ataxias at the same time
points of ataxia duration and degrees of ataxia severity the
following stepwise approach was performed for each con-
sidered cerebellar volume. First, we plotted the z-scores for
each cerebellar volume against the reported ataxia duration in
years as well as ataxia severity assessed with the SARA sum
score. Here, we applied a linear model for each disease and
calculated the coefficient of determination (R2) and p-value
for every correlation. Moreover, quadratic and cubic mod-
els were also established. Second, we defined the points for
comparison: (i) we calculated the overall mean ataxia dura-
tion and ataxia severity for all patient groups, which were 7
years of ataxia duration and a SARA sum score of 14, and (ii)
we used the extrapolation at 0 years of ataxia duration and the
absence of ataxia (SARA sum score of 0). Accordingly, the
intercept volume z-score of the linear interpolation line at 0
years and 7 years of ataxia duration, and at a SARAsum score
of 0 and 14, were extracted for each disease. Finally, radar
plots of these intercept z-scores for each considered volume
were used to visualise the degree and patterns of cerebellar

atrophy in SCA1, SCA3, SCA6 and MSA-C at 0 and 7 years
of disease duration as well as an ataxia severity of 0 and 14
points in the SARA sum score.

Results

Demographic and characterising data are summarised in
Table 1. SCA1 had the earliest age of onset, while SCA3
patients the longest reported ataxia duration, followed by
SCA6. Notably, MSA-C was associated with the highest
SARA sum scores among all studied ataxia groups.

Cerebellar Atrophy in Relation to Ataxia Duration
and Ataxia Severity

The linear model of volume z-scores and ataxia duration as
well as severity are given in Figs. 2 and 3. The coefficient
of determination (R2) as well as the p-value representing
evidence of a linear relationship are given in the superior
left corner of each subplot. Using quadratic and cubic mod-
els, neither the residual versus fitted values plots nor the
Q-Q plots showed substantial improvement in comparison
to the linear model. Thus, given the limited sample size we
based the further analyses on the linear model (Supplement
Figs. 4- 15).

The relation of cerebellar volumes and ataxia duration in
years is shown in Fig. 2. Overall, most volumes decreased
with increased ataxia duration. The steepest decline of all
cerebellar grey and white matter volumes was observed
in MSA-C, followed by SCA6 except for cerebellar white
matter. In SCA1, the anterior, superior posterior, and floccu-
lonodular lobe, and in SCA3 the anterior, superior posterior
and flocculonodular lobe as well as aggregated cGM, showed
a not significant slight volume increase with longer ataxia
duration.

With regard to ataxia severity, most volumes decreased
with increased ataxia severity. Overall, MSA-C and SCA6
showed the steepest decline in all grey matter volumes,
and MSA-C additionally in the white matter volume, with
exception for cWM in SCA6 that presented a slight volume

Table 1 Demographic and
cohort characteristics

Group Number Age at scan1 Ataxia duration SARA sum score CAG repeats2

entity (Female/ Male) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD)

SCA1 12 (7/5) 45.1 (9.6) 3.9 (3.3) 12.1 (3.9) 48.3 (4.2)

SCA3 62 (25/37) 50.7 (10.6) 10.8 (6.5) 12.8 (6.2) 67.8 (8.0)

SCA6 14 (4/10) 64.2 (8.6) 7.8 (5.5) 13.3 (4.9) 21.8 (0.5)

MSA-C 16 (6/10) 64.5 (8.2) 4.4 (2.1) 17.2 (5.2) n.a.

HC 292 (160/132) 63.5 (12.6) n.a. n.a. n.a.

SD, standard deviation; SCA, spinocerebellar ataxia;MSA-C, multiple system atrophy of cerebellar type;HC,
healthy control; n.a., not applicable. 1 in years; 2 of the longer allele
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Fig. 2 Relation of cerebellar volumes and ataxia duration in years. The
z-scores of each cerebellar sub-segmented region are plotted against
the reported ataxia duration in years for SCA1 (in blue), SCA3 (in
red), SCA6 (in yellow) and MSA-C (in green). Linear interpolation

was applied with the 95% confidence intervals given as shaded grey
areas for linear regressions with significant correlations (p ≤ 0.05).
Values of the coefficient of determination (R2) as well as the p-value
are given for each disease, respectively

increase. In SCA1 the anterior and superior posterior lobe,
as well as cGM, and in SCA3 the flocculonodular lobe and
the vermis, as well as in SCA6 the cerebellar white mat-
ter showed a not significant slight volume increase with
increased ataxia severity. The relation between cerebellar
volumes and ataxia severity is shown in Fig. 3.

R2 values were overall relatively small, and ranged
between 0 and 0.54. Generally, the highest R2 was observed
in MSA-C followed by SCA6. In MSA-C R2 was empha-
sised in relation to ataxia duration with the maximum of R2

= 0.537 for cGM. In SCA6 R2 was emphasised in relation to
ataxia severity. SCA1 and SCA3 showed very small values
of R2, except for the relation of cWM and ataxia severity
in SCA3. In MSA-C the correlation with ataxia duration of
all cerebellar volumes reached statistical significance with p
≤ 0.05, except for the flocculonodular lobe. The correlation
with ataxia severity reached statistical significance in all vol-
umes, except the anterior lobe and vermis and MSA-C. In
the SCAs, only the correlation of cerebellar white matter and
ataxia severity in SCA3 reached statistical significance with
a p ≤ 0.05.

To visualise for each disease the pattern and extent of atro-
phy at certain time points of ataxia duration and degrees of
ataxia severity, we displayed the linear interpolated z-scores
for the volumes of the anterior, superior posterior and inferior

posterior andflocculonodular lobe andvermis aswell as cGM
and cWM in radar plots. Figure 4 shows radar plots of the
extrapolation at the time of ataxia onset (ataxia duration of
0 years) and at 7 years after ataxia onset, as well as for the
intercept at SARA sum scores of 0 and 14. Comparison of the
radar plots at ataxia onset and at 7 years after onset revealed
a strong atrophy increase in MSA-C, whereas the increase
was less pronounced in the SCAs. Comparison of the plots
at SARA sum score of 0 and of 14 revealed an emphasised
atrophy increase in SCA6 and MSA-C, whereas the increase
was only minor in SCA1 and SCA3. Moreover, in SCA1,
SCA3 and MSA-C cWM volume was consistently affected,
in contrast to SCA6, where the cWM was considerably less
affected than the grey matter structures.

Discussion

We used a z-transformation to study the degree and distribu-
tion of cerebellar atrophy inSCA1,SCA3,SCA6andMSA-C
at certain levels of ataxia duration and ataxia severity, while
accounting for the healthy aging effect. We could demon-
strate a strong coherence between ataxia severity and grey
matter atrophy in SCA6, underlining the consideration of
SCA6 as a pure cerebellar disease. In contrast, volume loss of
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Fig. 3 Relation of cerebellar volumes and ataxia severity. The z-scores
of each cerebellar sub-segmented region are plotted against ataxia sever-
ity measured with SARA sum score for SCA1 (in blue), SCA3 (in
red), SCA6 (in yellow) and MSA-C (in green). Linear interpolation

was applied with the 95% confidence intervals given as shaded grey
areas for linear regressions with significant correlations (p ≤ 0.05).
Values of the coefficient of determination (R2) as well as the p-value
are given for each disease, respectively

the cerebellar white matter was prominent in MSA-C, SCA1
and SCA3. Overall MSA-C showed the steepest decline of
all cerebellar white and grey matter volumes in particular in
relation to ataxia duration.

Since ataxias are rare diseases, patient populations are
often small and additionally, as in our sample, differ in
duration and severity of ataxia, making comparison between
entities difficult. We chose the applied approach to overcome
this limitation and used radar plots to visualise the differences
in atrophy patterns between diseases at certain levels of ataxia
duration and severity.

Our results are in line with previous studies mainly of
voxel-based-morphometry as well as volumetry in SCAs and
MSA-C [5, 6, 8, 21–23]. Notably, throughout the different
considered intersections of ataxia duration and ataxia sever-
ity, we confirmed earlier findings that, in contrast to other
SCA genotypes, atrophy in SCA6 was mainly restricted to
the cerebellar GM almost excluding theWM [24, 25]. While
cerebellar GM atrophy at the extrapolated point of 0 SARA
sum score has no clear discernible pattern across the diseases,
it becomes markedly emphasised in SCA6 with increasing
ataxia severity in comparison to SCA1, SCA3 and MSA-C.
Thus, in SCA6 cerebellar atrophy seems to account almost
solely for the clinically observed ataxia. In contrast, it is
known, that the neuropathology in the other, multisystemic

disorders SCA1, SCA3 andMSA-C also involves other parts
of the central nervous system, e.g. brainstem and basal gan-
glia [1, 20, 26]. Here, the resulting non-ataxia symptoms,
e.g. spasticity or rigidity, probably exacerbate motor and
coordination impairments. In other words, by concept, the
impairments measured by the SARA scale primarily capture
ataxia but may be aggravated by other non-ataxia symp-
toms. With regard to ataxia duration, MSA-C shows the
most pronounced cerebellar grey and white matter atrophy
with increasing ataxia duration. This observation reflects the
known rapid clinical progression in MSA-C [27]. For the
clinical diagnosis of MSA, qualitative imaging features have
recently been included as mandatory features [3], underlin-
ing their importance. In this analysis, due to the recruitment
period, only the former clinical criteria [2] found the basis
for the clinical diagnosis of probable MSA-C. We excluded
one patient who met these former clinical diagnostic crite-
ria but had an unexpectedly long disease duration of > 30
years. Future studies might be more specific with potentially
improved diagnostic accuracy due to the revised clinical cri-
teria. Cerebellar white matter atrophy was pronounced in
MSA-C, SCA1 and SCA3, with the steepest and significant
decline relative to ataxia severity in SCA3 and MSA-C. In
MSA-C, alpha-synuclein deposition in oligodendrocytes rep-
resents the central neuropathological changes. However, also
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Fig. 4 Radar plot of atrophy in SCA1, SCA3, SCA6 and MSA-C at
ataxia duration equal to 0 and 7 years and at ataxia severity of a SARA
sum score equal to 0 and 14. For each volume the intercept at an ataxia
duration of 0 years (A) as well as the mean ataxia duration of 7 years
(B) from the linear interpolation of volume z-scores against ataxia dura-
tion, Fig. 2, is given. Similarly, the intercept at SARA sum score of 0

(C) as well as the mean SARA sum score of 14 (D) from the linear
interpolation of volume z-scores against ataxia severity, Fig. 3, is given.
A z-score of 0 corresponds to the mean of healthy control distribution,
while z-scores of ±1, ±2 etc. correspond to values which are 1, 2 etc.
standard deviations (SD) of the distributions in HC above or below the
mean in HC, respectively

in SCA3 there is increasing evidence for a strong involvement
of oligodendrocytes in the disease-specific neuropathology
[28].

Our approach allowed the comparison of the different dis-
eases at specific levels of duration and severity of ataxia,
yet these results are based on indirect measurements and are
therefore subject to limitations that must be considered. The
number of available participants, along with their relatively
short spans of ataxia duration and severity levels, obviously
can impact the linear model. Cubic and quadratic models are
provided in the Supplementary Data. However, neither the
residual versus fitted values plots nor the Q-Q plots showed

substantial improvement compared to the linearmodel. Thus,
given the limited sample size and previous literature show-
ing linear relations between, e.g., ataxia severity and disease
duration [9, 29–31], we kept the linear assumption.

Within the SCAs, in particular SCA1 and SCA3, we
found in a minority of volumes a contra-intuitive increase
of volumes with increasing ataxia duration or severity. We
hypothesise that this is either due to noise or a selection
bias with a biased focus on the proportion of less affected
patients in advanced stages. Severely affected patients suffer
substantial restrictions in mobility and are often no longer
able to travel to study visits. Thus, the complete spectrum of
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advanced stage patients might not be represented, but rather,
theremay be a positive selection of thosewho are still reason-
ably mobile despite an advanced SARA score. Studies with
larger sample sizes and in addition ideally longitudinal data
are needed to study the differences between diseases more
reliably at comparable levels of ataxia severity and duration.
Despite the aforementioned limitations, our results are able
to illustrate main principles using comparative visualisations
of volumetric changes in cerebellar grey and white matter in
MSA-C, SCA1, SCA3 and SCA6 and thereby may inform
further studies on a broader data basis.

Conclusion

Application of z-transformation to correct for age effects and
the use of a linear model to read-out volumetric values at
distinct levels of disease duration and ataxia severity allowed
comparison of the extend and pattern of cerebellar atrophy
between SCA1, SCA3, SCA6 and MSA-C. In summary, our
results confirmed that SCA6 is primarily a pure cerebellar
disease withmarkedly emphasised cGM atrophy. In contrast,
a prominent involvement of cWMwas found in SCA1, SCA3
and MSA-C. The well-known rapid clinical progression in
MSA-C was also reflected in impressive volume loss later
in the disease course. Further studies in larger longitudinal
samples are needed to confirm our findings and put them on
a broader basis.
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